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A. Outline of Presentation (presented 11/18/2009): 
 

I. Why Study Porches? 
a. How are porches related to environmental geography? 

i. Social, environmental, architectural roles 
ii. Influence on place making and place attachment  

b. Broader societal implications  
i. Building spaces for people  

ii. Influence on neighborhood character 
II. Significance of Porches 

a. Porch functions: Climate control, boundary, socialization, symbol 
i. Unique sphere between public and private realms 

ii. “Eyes upon the street” 
iii. Decomposition of society due to decline of built environment 
iv. Symbolic: American dream verses the American reality 

III. (A Brief) History of Porches 
a. Simultaneous development of porches in cultures throughout the world 

through time 
i. Human ancestors in caves seeking shelter 

ii. Greeks and others; Africa; India 
b. Into the New World: How porches came to America 

i. Slave influences, indigenous Indian cultures, status symbol 
ii. Creation of an American icon 

1. Monticello and Mt. Vernon 
2. Andrew Jackson Downing: popularization of porches 
3. A reading of quotes from American literature 

c. The Decline of Porches in Post WWII America 
i. Broader societal trends: the suburban migration 

ii. The need to be modern and the advent of A/C, TVs, backyard patio 
IV. Porches Without Function and Functions Without Porches 

a. Architectural considerations greatly influence neighborhood character  
i. NPR clip on the different personalities of porches 

b. Slide presentation: A comparison of porches in Delaware, OH: old vs. new 
i. Does the existence of porches guarantee their utilization? NO 

V. The Porch Rebounds: New Urbanism and Sustainable Community Design 
a. NPR clip about New Urbanism; Jane Jacobs and other opinions 
b. Return to caring about our everyday world: cater to the needs of people 

i. Return to neighborhoods designed on the human scale 
c. Renewed importance on the community (New Urbanism, place making) 
d. End of cheap oil and implications for our lifestyles 
e. Building new, walkable communities; sitting on our porches 
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B. Brief Project Overview 
 
 The design of urban neighborhoods and the architectural considerations of the 

buildings within them do much to determine the nature of a community. Specifically, the 

presence or absence of front porches has a significant bearing on the day-to-day 

interactions that take place between neighbors and other passers-by. For this reason, the 

primary objective of this project was to examine the different roles played by the front 

porch in shaping our lives and contemporary American society. Connections were drawn 

from the small-scale level of the home and the porch to broader concepts of urban 

planning and community design. Importantly, porches enhance place attachment and the 

value we place on our neighborhoods. Photographs of porches were taken in the town of 

Delaware, OH to provide a comparison between those on houses in newer suburban 

subdivisions, and those within traditional, walkable neighborhoods in Delaware. Specific 

porch features were explored, including the presence or absence of screens and 

approximate porch size in relation to other house features, such as garages. A total of 36 

porches were photographed. The final product of this project was a PowerPoint 

presentation, including a comparison of some of the houses photographed. 

 Porches serve an array of functions, including a means to escape the summer heat 

and a way to socialize. They are also unique architectural features, providing a transition 

between the public and private realms. To understand why porches are so iconic in 

contemporary America, research was conducted on the historical development of 

porches. Emphasis was placed on the fact that porches are a recurring theme throughout 

many different cultures and time periods, spanning thousands of years. Thus, a uniquely 

American icon was crafted through time by a wide range of cultures. Rising to 

prominence in the mid-nineteenth to early twentieth centuries, porches then suffered a 

decline after World War II, with the advent of sprawled-out suburbs, TVs, and indoor air-

conditioning. However, much nostalgia is associated with the porch. Quotes throughout 

American literature were read aloud to illustrate the prominence of porches in society. To 

conclude this project, I explored how porches seem to be on the rebound in the U.S., 

popularized by the New Urbanist movement. Given the volatility of gas prices, it would 

be wise for our society to return to traditional neighborhood design, with emphasis on 

livable, walkable, communities, where place of work and home are the same. Returning 

to design on the human scale means that porches will continue to play a vital role. 
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C. Appendix: Sample of Porch Photographs (Delaware, OH)  

The photographs below illustrate the array of porch designs from a medium-size town in 
central Ohio. Those in the left column were taken in new suburban subdivisions, while 
those on the right come from central neighborhoods in Delaware. It is important to note 
several design features. On many new homes, pedestrians are greeted most prominently 
by the garage, often as long or longer than the porch, if it is even present. The porches on 
newer homes tend to be much smaller than those on older homes, meaning that their true 
utility is very limited. These two things show how on many new homes, porches are 
likely to function merely as symbols, not as ways of socializing or staying cool. Perhaps 
developers are enticed by the nostalgia of porches, using them as a sales pitch to like-
minded home buyers.  
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Screened Porches: Presented below are some photographs of screened porches. These are 
interesting because they privatize a space that was once neither public nor private, but 
rather a boundary between the two. Screens may separate the porch from the street by 
creating a visual barrier, thus reducing socialization.  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 


